Knox Document Cabinet
MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS

Your Knox Document Cabinet is the finest utility vault available. To fully utilize its built-in security features, we recommend that
reasonable care be given to the location and method of mounting.
Each Knox Document Cabinet is coated with a tough TGIC powder coating which is very resistant to interior and exterior environments.
It is always best, however, to locate the unit in an area which is sheltered from moisture and possible mechanical damage.
The Knox Document Cabinet itself is an inherently strong device. However, it must be realized that proper mounting is most
important to achieve the desired security.
Knox Document Cabinets are fully tested and listed by Underwriters Laboratories as antitheft devices.

General Mounting Instructions:

Mounting Illustration

1. Caution! Be extremely careful when handling this cabinet when
it is UNMOUNTED and the door is OPEN. Always hold cabinet
AND door securely to prevent cabinet door closing on fingers
and causing injury.

The Knox Document Cabinets have eight pre-drilled
mounting holes in the back side, each 5/16” in diameter.
Outside dimensions of the unit are 14-1/2”W x 18”H x 5” or
7”D; the door swings 15” to the left.

2. Knox Document Cabinets are designed to be mounted on
vertical walls only. They should never be mounted with the door
facing up.
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3. Use a level to plumb the cabinet square.
4. Use at least 8 mounting fasteners (Grade 8 bolts, etc.) 5/16”
diameter. The Knox Document Cabinet may also be welded in
place.
WARNING: Do not mount cabinet to an extremely rough or
uneven wall surface. This may distort the cabinet and cause
the door to malfunction.
5. For best security, bolts should go through a solid wall with large
washers on the opposite side.
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6. We strongly recommend that all tamper switch connections and
adjustments be carried out by a qualified alarm technician.
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When mounting Knox Document Cabinet to wall, check to
see that rear “Cabinet-to-Wall” tamper alert is depressed at
least 3/16” and is activated. The tamper alert is rated at 36
VDC, at 50 mA.
Door handle is equipped with a unique clutch device which
disengages when the handle is forced while the door is
locked.
Two holes in the lock dust cover enable it to accept a
numbered security seal to indicate when the lock cover has
been opened. Each time the lock cover is opened, the seal is
broken and a new seal must be inserted. Standard security
precautions will require that persons opening the cabinet sign
their name in a log book inside the cabinet, indicating the
number of the old and the new seal. Seals may be obtained
from the Knox Company.
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